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About This Game

Experience the future of illicit hydrojet racing, where armored riders kick out death-defying stunts over massive waterfalls,
dodge cops through public waterways, and boost at breakneck speeds across surging waves.

You are a hydrojet rider, framed and cast out from the Riptide GP league, forced to race illegally through city waterways,
flooded ruins, and churning factory machinery in an effort to reclaim your reputation and your title. Play through the single

player career to unlock new vehicles, playable characters, and customization features as you take down bosses and build your
crew.

Then, take your skills online for the ultimate test as you battle opponents around the world in 8-player online matches.
Challenge your friends for leaderboard supremacy in the ghost-racing challenge mode. You can even play locally in split screen

races with up to 4 players!

Riptide GP: Renegade is the first game in the acclaimed Riptide GP series to be redesigned from the ground up specifically for
modern desktop PC and console hardware. Featuring thrill-ride race tracks packed with shortcuts, secrets, and interactive

obstacles, Riptide GP: Renegade is the action-arcade water racer for a new generation.
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• Thrill-Ride Environments - Blast across floating factory platforms, brave hurricane-strength waves, and infiltrate a military
base in the midst of battle. Every race track is packed with interactive set pieces, dynamic obstacles and secret shortcuts.

• Deep Career Mode - Battle your way through a variety of races and boss fights to reach the top of the underground hydro jet
racing circuit. Earn cash and experience to upgrade and customize your hydro jet, unlock new stunts, and increase your rider's

performance.

• Online Multiplayer - Compete online in thrilling 8 player matchups against the best players from around the world.

• Split Screen Multiplayer - Challenge your friends in local split-screen multiplayer championships. Play with up to 4 players
on a single machine! (Additional gamepads controllers required))

• Challenge Mode - Take command of the leaderboards and test your skills against ghost recordings of your friends' best
performances.

• Transforming Vehicles - Collect and upgrade a garage full of blisteringly fast hydro jets that transform while you ride them.
Win money to upgrade and customize each one.

• State of the Art Water Racing - Riptide GP: Renegade brings dynamic water racing to a new level of excitement with
breathtaking water physics, splash-tastic spray effects, and more! Every race is different because the surface you race on is

always changing.

• Full gamepad integration

• Steam Complete - Compete with your friends on leaderboards, unlock challenging achievements, and keep your game going
from device to device with cloud data syncing.
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Tanks in 1914? Are you kidding me?

I think every Blitzkrieg player likes a bit of historical accuracy, and thus you will not be pleased to invade Belgium with A7Vs.
Nothing in this game feels like WW1. The "forts" look like medieval castles. Trench warfare? I have yet to play a mission that
even remotely conveys the feeling of a WW1 battle.

Other than that the game is pretty buggy, the UI is hideous, the soundtrack ACTUALLY is the worst I have ever heard in a
game. I turned off blood because the bright red puddles looked so silly.

Thank god this was only 99 cents and I got a laugh out of it. I've played almost every Blitzkrieg 1 addon or expansion out there
and this is by far the worst. Which is a real shame because the setting should have allowed for so much more.

(Never mind the playtime, the exe doesn't require Steam so the time didn't get logged). I bought this game when it was on sale,
It was interesting to play and it does remind me of the old resident evil games with the fixed point of view. I know its in early
access, I'm hoping for more to be added.

The controls are very sensitive and it makes it a little hard to play. Its best to use the keyboard and mouse instead of the
controller. I got further with the PC controls than I did with the console controls.

I like the old style of the game, so I'm not complaining.. Sad but good story. Meaningfull character concepts and good writing.
Despite being short it makes you feel the story. And Artwork is great.. A simple but great looking skin, whenever I play Yuri,
this is the skin I use nearly all the time.. This is a sequel that does what the original game did gameplay-wise, only better and
slightly more refined in every way. The story runs parallel to the first game through the perspective of Hartsock, one of Baker's
squadmates from the original game, and while the sotry is not as hard hitting and the characters aren't as interesting as in the
original, the squadmate deaths are still some of the most powerful I've experienced in a game to date, arguably more powerful
than in the first game (still with little to no character development, surprisingly). The tactical squad-based gameplay is still
probably the best of any WW2 shooter to date, ignoring its sequel which improved on the same formula even more.. Dev is a
prick, there needs to be a push to refund all the money he stole by leavingthis project.. its tooooo faaasssttt D:. Interesting puzzle
game with funny characters. Lots of amazing, tricky and difficult levels. Spent a little while going through levels, it was quite
challenge. The thing I really appreciate is that it has the gamepad control. Worth buying.. I'm really disappointed of this game.
20 minutes into it and I've got bugged 3 times, I fell under the map in the train station and it really ruinned the whole game
experience for me.. I love these new great weapons!
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GET IT. PLAY IT. MASTER THE SAND.

This is one of those games where you play awhile, then get stumped and quit, come back a few weeks later, try again, and etc.
The replayability is high as well since it's difficult to find all the secrets the first time around. Extremely worth the $1 on sale.. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/koUlSeSjZsE

Fresh faced treasure hunter 'Diamond Dan' is out to build a name for himself by robbing cubist designed temples of their gold,
gems, and load baring scrolls. Thankfully ancient temple design all came from the same temple template of same colored
blocks.

Swipe the escape scroll at the bottom of each temple and get out before it collapses is the core gameplay loop. The randomly
generated levels don't create any movement flow and players are often locked into long periods of waiting for blocks to
randomly move in order to progress.. I bought this game because it was cheap and the trailer features a great landscape of some
alien like worlds.
The first thing I noticed is the graphics are not even close to the trailer. Reminds me of those games in the old days on 320x240
(with interlacing?).
Point and click are not really my thing, but it's really hard to navigate around because the exit points are sometimes in inlogical
places.
The voices of the characters sound to be recorded by a cheap microphone (with some cracking noises).
The game crashes when you click multiple times too fast or plug in your headphones.
The game has no autosave, so be sure to save after solving every puzzle.
In the beginning puzzles didn't make any sense so I had to cheat to find the solution. There are some great puzzles in the game,
but I could not solve some on my own.

Graphics: Very bad
Music: bad
Puzzles: Some good ones

For the average gamer I do not recommend this game. Unless you are very patient, a good puzzle solver or really looking into
the story of this game you might want to check it out (I'm only interested in the good puzzles and storyline).. No spoilers. I liked
the story, it's nothing special. Its a chose your own adventure, and if you like those, this'll be a quick time sink of an hour or two.
More if you want different endings. There really isn't much to say. If you have not played Sabres of Infinity, then look to that
first.. i think this game would have been worth continuing. it's a shame it's been abandoned...
i like the game, especially because it's not as hard and not as focused on endless combat as similar city building games, but more
on getting your city to work (without it being regularly destroyed by enemies...)

Since it IS abandoned, i can only comment on the current status without much hope for changes:
there are bugs that are making it too frustrating to recommend, that probably won't go away if the developers have given up
(like population stagnating / dying out faster than reproducing, and not being able to continue a game as free play after the
campaign has ended... - both making the amount of progress you can make very limited, and all you can do is start over or keep
playing without changes happening to your village...

i'm still playing this game, but mainly because i've not found a similar alternative on linux steam. (the one downside the ever-
praised Banished seems to have - it's windows only.). since chapter 2 my pc shut down out of nowhere when i press new game
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